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NEW QUESTION: 1
Advanced Security Checkups can be easily conducted within:
A. Reports
B. Views
C. Checkups
D. Advanced
Answer: A

NEW QUESTION: 2

You are responsible for the network of a content provider. The
content provider uses ISP-A and ISP-B for Internet transit
service for the purpose of redundancy and load balancing. The
content provider has one address range assigned to it. Which
two of the following techniques are more effective to achieve
load balancing and redundancy for inbound traffic? (Choose
two.)
A. Use the MED feature.
B. Use the AS-prepend feature.
C. Use ISP-A for outbound traffic and ISP-B for inbound
traffic.
D. Aggregate the prefixes that are received from ISP-A and
ISP-B into a less-specific prefix
E. Split the address range of the content provider into more
specific prefixes.
F. Use the local-preference feature.
Answer: A,B

NEW QUESTION: 3
You need to troubleshoot their Best Services Routing polling
vectors to verify that they are operating as intended.
Which command would you use to do this?
A. Monitor bcms hunt group
B. List trace vdn
C. Monitor bcms trunk
D. List trace trunk
Answer: B

NEW QUESTION: 4
Which of the following addresses cumbersome situations where
users need to log on multiple times to access different
resources?
A. Double Sign-On (DS0) systems
B. Single Sign-On (SSO) systems
C. Dual Sign-On (DSO) systems
D. Triple Sign-On (TSO) systems
Answer: B
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